30.10.2013  A message from Behind bars ...

We the jailed Bahraini medics; an accident & emergency nurse, a senior paramedic trainer and a senior orthopaedic surgeon are locked in an over-crowded cell at the central Jau prison, a cell that devours the basic hygienic and health standards with a total of 13 prisoners of different criminal charges most of which sentenced for life imprisonment. 

In reality, our only “crime” is - the protection of medical neutrality - as we could not tolerate staying quiet with the outrageous shameful complicity of the ministry of health and security forces in stopping the ambulance services and attacking the paramedics and the drivers during the unrest in 2011 - Feb 14th revolution -, but our tyrant oppressive regime fabricated a list of unbelievable non-sense charges against us to justify our trial, detention and imprisonment.

But, despite the hard and painful experience we are passing through, we are still holding on for the noble cause and urge all the medics all over the world especially those at the ...
Zones of conflict to abide to and hold tight on the noble ethics and principles of medical neutrality and disclose & fight all the violations that endangers the public, patients and health workers rights.

So and in this regards we and from behind bars, announces our intention to form an independent body of Medics for human rights devoted for the above cause and seek your recognition and support.

May God Shower his blessing k mercy upon all of you...

thank you-
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